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Abstract 
Csuhaj-Varjti, E., and J. Dassow, On bounded interpretations of grammar forms, Theoretical 
Computer Science 87 (1991) 287-313. 
An interpretation of a grammar form is called (k, i)-bounded iff all its nonterminals are substituted 
by at most k symbols and all its terminals are replaced by at most i words. The (k, i)-bounded 
grammar family of a grammar form is the collection of its (k, i)-bounded interpretations, and its 
(k, i)-bounded grammatical family is the corresponding family of languages. 
The paper gives basic properties of these families. Especially, we show the decidability of the 
equivalence problem for bounded grammar families, the undecidability of the membership problem 
for bounded language families and give some hierarchy, closure and descriptional complexity 
results. Finally, some consequences in normal form theory of context-free languages are presented. 
Introduction 
The notions of a grammar form and its general interpretation were introduced in 
1975 by Cremers and Ginsburg in order both to develop a convenient tool for 
studying grammatical similarity and to introduce a notion for grammar classes, 
which is analogous to abstract family of languages (see [l]). 
The idea is rather simple: a context-free grammar G, is said to be similar to a 
context-free grammar G, , that is, G2 is said to be a general interpretation grammar 
of grammar from G, , if the production set of G2 can be obtained from the production 
set of G, via a special finite substitution, where different nonterminals of the form 
grammar (the grammar form) are replaced by pairwise disjoint finite sets of nonter- 
minals, and different terminals are replaced by finite sets of terminal words. A 
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stronger concept, called a strict interpretation, was introduced in [6], where different 
terminals are replaced by pairwise disjoint finite sets of terminals. The grammar 
families defined by the families of general and strict interpretations of a grammar 
form are said to be its general and strict grammar family, and the corresponding 
language families its general and strict grammatical family, respectively. 
Strict interpretations have special importance in the theory of normal forms of 
context-free grammars, as strict grammatical families of some two-symbol grammar 
forms are equal to the class of context-free languages, that is, elements of strict 
grammar families of these two-symbol grammars are normal form grammars for the 
class of context-free languages. Since 1975 the theory of grammar forms has been 
exhaustively investigated (see [ 121). 
Examining the notion of an interpretation of a grammar form it is very natural 
to ask what happens if we set an upper bound to the cardinality of the image of a 
nonterminal under the interpretation by a fixed natural number, say, k. This stronger 
concept of similarity was proposed by Rev&z [lo] and introduced by Csuhaj-Varj6 
[2]. The notion was strengthened by imposing another upper bound, say, i, on the 
cardinality of the image of a terminal by Dassow [4]. 
In this paper we use the notions of a (k, co)-bounded and a (k, i)-bounded general 
(strict) interpretation, where these notions cover the previously mentioned cases, 
respectively. The corresponding grammar and language families are called the 
(k, co)-bounded and the (k, i)-bounded grammar and grammatical families. These 
restrictions measure the degree of similarity of the elements of the similarity family 
(grammatical family) to the original element (the grammar form). Thus, hierarchy, 
closure and decidability properties of bounded grammar and grammatical families 
give information on the structure of the similarity families. Moreover, bounded 
grammar form theory serves also as a tool for examining descriptional complexity 
properties of (normal form) grammars. We can easily see that the (k, co)-bounded 
grammatical families of those two-symbol grammar forms which are normal form 
grammars produce those classes of context-free languages where the VAR- 
complexity of the languages with respect to the considered normal form class is 
less than or equal to k. Thus, in this special case the measure of similarity of a 
grammar to the form grammar is equal to its VAR-complexity measure with respect 
to the considered grammar class. VAR-complexity measure as well as the other 
types of descriptional complexity measures of context-free grammars and languages 
were introduced by Gruska [7]. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we review some necessary notions 
from grammar form theory, descriptional complexity theory and introduce the notion 
of a bounded interpretation of a grammar form. Section 2 consists of two subsections. 
In the first we give some properties of full (k, i)-bounded interpretations, called 
(k, i)-inflations. In the second subsection, using properties of inflations, we give a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the decision of strong equivalence of bounded 
grammar families, that is for the situation when they coincide. Section 3 consists 
of four subsections. In the first subsection we examine the hierarchy questions of 
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bounded grammatical families with respect to inclusion. The second subsection 
serves for presenting closure results. In the third subsection we examine decidability 
properties and finally, in the fourth we present some consequences of the results 
of the previous sections in normal form theory. 
1. Definitions and notations 
Throughout the paper we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts 
of formal language theory (see e.g. [5, 9, 111). 
Context-free grammars (shortly, grammars) are denoted by G = (N, T, P, S), 
where N and T are the alphabets of nonterminals and terminals, respectively, P is 
the set of productions and S is the axiom. The context-free language (language) 
generated by G is denoted by L(G). For a set G of grammars we set 
L(G)={L(G): GE G}. 
If we denote a grammar by adding indices or dashes to G, we add the same marks 
also to the components of the grammar, e.g. G” = (IV”, T”, P”, S”) or G, = 
(N,, T,, P,, S,). 
Throughout the paper we assume that there are two disjoint infinite sets N and 
T such that N c N and T s T for all grammars G. Furthermore, we assume that 
any symbol of N LJ T occurs in at least one production and that L(G) # I3 and 
L(G) # {E} (where E denotes the empty word). The necessary modifications of the 
proofs later on for grammars which do not satisfy these conditions are left to the 
reader. 
We denote by CF the class of context-free grammars over finite subsets of N u T, 
by L(FIN) the family of finite languages and by L(CF) the family of context-free 
languages over finite subsets of T. 
A nonterminal A of a grammar G is said to be recursive if there is a derivation 
S j* xAy a+ xuAvy J+ w E T*, 
where x, y E (N LJ T)*, u, v E T* and uv # E in G. Otherwise A is said to be nonrecur- 
sive. Note that the set of recursive nonterminals of G can be determined effectively 
and L(G) is finite iff G has no recursive nonterminals. 
A grammar G is reduced if for any A E N there is a derivation 
S +* xAy +* xwy 
in G, where x, YE (Nu T)“, w E T”, A d* w. G is s-free if it has no production of 
the form A + E, where A E N. (Note that this definition slightly differs from the usual 
one.) 
We say that grammars G and G’ are isomorphic if there is a one-to-one mapping 
cp of Nu T onto N’u T' such that p(N)= N’, p(T)= T’, for any p=A+wEP 
the production q(A) + cp( w) is in P’ and for any q’= B + v E P’ the production 
~~‘(B)+cp~‘(v) is in P. 
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We review the notions of two well-known descriptional complexity measures from 
[7]: For a grammar G 
VAR( G) = card(N), PROD(G) = card(P). 
For a language L, generated by grammars from a class of grammars G, 
VARG( L) = min{VAR( G): L = L(G), G E G} 
and 
PRODc( L) = min{PROD( G): L = L(G), GE G}. 
For a class L of languages, generated by a class of grammars G, 
VARc( L) = sup{VARc( L): L E L} and 
PROD,(L) = sup{PROD,(L): LE L}. 
We state a lemma concerning VAR-complexity of some context-free languages. 
Lemma 1.1. (i) Let L1 and L2 be injinite context-free languages over disjoint alphabets. 
Then 
VARoF( L, U L2) 2 VARcF( Li) + 1) 
where i=l,2. 
(ii) Let Li, 1 c i < n, n 2 2, be injinite context-free languages over pairwise disjoint 
alphabets. Then 
VARc-( L, u . ..uL,)Zn+l. 
(iii) LetL,, lCj<2n, n 2 1, be infinite context-free languages overpairwise disjoint 
alphabets. Then 
VAR& L, . . . L2,,) 3 n. 
Proof. (i) We prove the statement for i = 1, for i = 2 the proof can be obtained in 
the same way. Let L = L, u L,. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a grammar such that L(G) = L 
and VAR(G) = VAR& L). Obviously, G is reduced. Denote by N,, i = 1,2, the set 
of those nonterminals of G, which are different from S, and derive at least one 
nonempty word over alph( Li). As there is no word in L which contains letters from 
both alph( L,) and alph( LJ it can be easily seen that N, n N2 = 0, elements of N, 
and N2 cannot occur in the same production of G and for A E N, and B E N2 neither 
A=+* uBv nor B a* xAy 
holds, where u, v, x, y E alph( L)*. L, and L, are infinite languages, therefore N, f 0 
and N2 # 0. We can see that if X E N derives elements both of alph(L,)* and 
alph(L,)* then X derives only the empty word. Moreover there is no production 
p E P which contains terminals both from alph( L,) and alph( LJ. Let P, be the set 
of those productions which do not contain elements of N2. Then G, = 
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(N - N2, alph(L,), P,, S) derives L, and VAR& L,) s N - Nz. Then 
VAR,-r( L,) + 1 s (N - NJ + 1 s N = VAR,-,( L) 
which proves our statement. 
(ii) Let L, = L, u * . . u L,. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a grammar such that L(G) = L, 
and VAR& L,) = VAR( G) holds. (G is obviously reduced). Following the denota- 
tions and considerations of the proof of(i) we obtain that N, # 0, 1s i < n, N, n N, = 
0 for i #j, 1 c i, j s n, where N, denotes the set of those nonterminals of G which 
are different from S and derive at least one nonempty word over alph(L,), respec- 
tively. This observation implies the statement immediately. 
(iii) Let L, = L, . . . L,,. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a grammar such that L(G) = L, 
and VAR,-r( L,) = VAR( G) holds. (G is reduced, obviosusly.) As L, is infinite it has 
at least one recursive nonterminal. It comes with simple considerations that for each 
recursive nonterminal A of G exactly one of the following two cases hold: 
(a) there is an i, 1s i < 2n, such that for all U, u E alph( L,)* for which A a* uAv 
and uu # E holds, UZI E alph( L,)“. 
(b) there is an i, 1 s i c 2n - 1, such that for all u, v E alph(L,)* for which 
A +* uAu and uu # E holds, u E alph( L,)* and u E alph(L,+r)*. 
By this observation and the fact that Li, i = 1,. . . ,2n are infinite languages we 
obtain the result. 0 
Before giving the corresponding definitions from grammar form theory we define 
two auxiliary notions. 
We say that G has property (*) if it satisfies the following condition: If D is a 
derivation tree of G, A is a label of a node of D and A generates directly a leaf in 
D labelled by a terminal, then the label A occurs on at least two branches of D. 
Let p = A -+ w be a production of some grammar G. Then we write w(p) = Aw. 
We now define a binary relation =“, on N as follows: For X, YE N we say that 
X =nt Y iff for each p E P with w(p) = UXV, U, u E (N u T)” there is a 9 E P such 
that w(q) = uYu and vice versa. This relation can also be defined analogously for 
terminals and the corresponding relation is denoted by =t. Immediately, we can 
see that =nt and =t are equivalence relations. The equivalence classes of X E N and 
a E T are denoted by [Xl,, and [a], , respectively. 
We now recall some basic notions of grammar form theory (for further details 
the reader is referred to [12]) and then we define the boundness of interpretations. 
Let Gi = (N,, r, Pi, S,), where i = 1,2, be context-free grammars. We say that Gz 
is a g-interpretation of G, modulo p, denoted by G2 ug G,(p), where p is a finite 
substitution on (N, u T,)*, if the following conditions hold: 
(i) p(X) c N2 for each X E N, and for all X, YE N, , where X # Y, p(X) n 
cL(Y,=ra; 
(ii) ~(a) E TT for each a E T,; 
(iii) Pzcp(P,)={Y+v: YE@(X), VEX, X+wEP1}; 
(iv) Sz E p(SJ. 
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We say that G2 is an s-interpretation of G, modulo Jo, denoted by G2 4, G1(p), 
if the above condition (ii) is substituted by 
(ii’) ~(a)cT~foreacha~T~and~(a)n~(b)=0foralla,b~T,,whereu#b. 
G2 is called a full g(s)-interpretation of G, if in the above condition (iii) P2 = p( P,) 
holds. Both in the general and in the strict case G1 is called the master grammar 
or the grammar form. A grammar form G is said to be be finite iff L(G) is a finite 
language, otherwise it is said to be infinite. 
For a grammar form G and for x E {g, s} we denote by G,(G) the family of 
x-interpretations of G, called the x-grammar family of G. By L,(G) we denote the 
family of languages generated by elements of G,(G) and we call it the x-grammatical 
family of G. 
A g-interpretation G’= (N, {a}, P’, S), defined with G’ -=I~ G(p), where p(A) = 
{A} for every AE N, p(b)={u, &} f or every b E T, is said to be a bone of G, if 
G,(G) = G,( G’), w( p’) does not contain subword a’, i 2 2, for any p’ E P’, and there 
is no subgrammar G” = (N, {a}, P”, S) of G’ which has less number of productions 
than G’ and G,(G) = G,( G”) holds. The family of bones of G is denoted by B(G). 
In the interpretation we replace each letter by a finite set of letters or words, 
respectively. Thus, it is a natural idea to limit the cardinalities of the images of the 
letters. 
Definition 1.2. Let k and i be positive integers. Let G, and Gz be context-free 
grammars such that G2 4, G,(p), where x E {g, s}. We say that p is a (k, i)-bounded 
substitution and G2 is a (k, i)-bounded x-interpretation of G, modulo p if 
(i) card(p(X)) s k for each X E N1 and 
(ii) card(p(u))c i for each a E T,. 
If condition (ii) is omitted then we speak of a (k, co)-bounded substitution and a 
(k, oo)-bounded x-interpretation. 
Definition 1.3. Let G, , G2 be context-free grammars and let k, i be positive integers. 
G2 is said to be a (k, i)-inflation of G, if G, is a full s-interpretation of G, defined 
by a finite substitution /1 such that 
(i) card(p(X)) = k for each X E N,; 
(ii) card(p(u)) = i for each a E Tl. 
Definition 1.4. For x E {g, s} and positive integers k and i the mappings GikV”“, GLk3”‘, 
INFcksi’ from G into 2c and the mappings LLkSi’, LLk,“’ from G into 2L(G) are defined 
as follows: For a grammar form G we set 
Gik3i’( G) = {G’: G’ is a (k, i)-bounded x-interpretation of G}; 
GLk,“‘( G) = {G’: G’ is a (k, cc)-bounded x-interpretation of G}; 
INFck,“( G) = {G’: G’ is a (k, i)-inflation of G}; 
Lik3”( G) = { L( G’): G’ E Gpi’( G)}; 
LkkYm)( G) = {L( G’): G’ E GF““( G)}. 
These mappings are extended for sets of grammars (grammar forms) in a natural way. 
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Finally, we refer to the connection of grammar form theory and theory of normal 
forms of context-free grammars (see e.g. [ 121). A two-symbol grammar form F = 
({S}, {a}, P, S) is said to be a normal form grammar if L(F) = a” and P contains 
at least one production in which S occurs on the right-hand side at least two times. 
A grammar G is in F-normal form if GE G,(F). We know that L,(F) = L(CF). (For 
c-free languages L(F) = a+.) 
2. Bounded grammar families 
2.1. Some properties of the inflation operator 
In this section we present some properties of the inflation operator which will be 
used in the sequel. 
Lemma 2.1. For each grammar form G and for all positive integers k, i, 1, m 
INF’k3i’(INF’““( G)) = INF (W)(G). 
Proof. From the definitions we obtain that 
INF’kTi’(INF’L”( G)) G INF (kkti)( G). 
We prove that the reverse inclusion holds. Let G”E INFck’.‘“( G), defined by the 
substitution p’“. We show that for each grammar form G’E INF”.“(G), defined by 
substitution p’, G” E INF (k3i)( G’) holds. Define a substitution p, on (N’u r)* as 
follows: For each X’E p’(X), where X’E N’ and X E N, we choose pi(X’) c p”(X) 
such that card(pl(X’)) = k and pL1(X’) n p,( Y’) = 0 for all X’, Y’E N’, where X’# 
Y’. Let S”E p,(S’). For each a’E p’(a), where a’E T’ and a E T, we define p,(a’) 
by pul(a’)c_ p”(u) such that card(p,(a’)) = i and ~,(a’)n~I(b’)=O for a’, b’E T’, 
a’# b’. Then we set N, = p.,(N’), TI = t.~~( T’), P, = p,(P’) and S, = S”. Then G, E 
INF’k3”(G’). Since p”(X) = pu,(p’(X)) for X E N and ~“(a) = ~~(p’(a)) for a E T, 
therefore we obtain that N” = N, , T”= T, and PI’= P, . Thus, 
INF’k4’“( G) c INF’k*i’(INF”“( G)). 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let G, G, and G, be grammar forms and let k and 1 be positive integers 
such that GE INF (k71)(G1) and GE INF (‘*‘) GJ. Then there exists a grammar form ( 
G’ such that G E INFck,“( G’), G, E INF(‘3”( G’) and G2 E INFck*“( G’) hold. 
Proof. Let G 4, GI(pCL1) and G ds G&), where p, and p2 satisfy the conditions 
of Definition 1.3. Let G’ be a grammar defined as follows: 
N’= p;‘(N), S’E p;‘(S), T’= p;‘( T) and P ’ is constructed as follows: For each 
p E P, where 
p=X,,+v,,X,v ,... X,v,, Xie N, VIE T*, Osi6n, 
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let 
p’={Y,-,w,Y,w,Y*w,...Y,w,: YiEjA;l(Xi), WiE&‘(Vi), Osisn] 
and P’={p:p~p’}. 
We show that GE INF (k,‘)( G’) Let CL’ be a finite substitution on (N’u T’)* defined . 
as follows: p’(X) = pl(X) for X E N’ and ~‘(a) = ~~(a) for a E T’. (This definition 
is correct since N’ = N, and T’ = T2 .) Then card(p’(X)) = k for each X E N’, 
card(p’(a)) = I for each a E T’, p’( N’) = N, p’( T’) = T and p’(P) = R Thus, GE 
INFcks”( G’). 
The other relations are proved analogously. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let G, G1 and G2 be grammar forms such that GE INFcksi’( G,) and 
G E INFcL”( Gz) for some positive integers k, 1, i, j. Then there is a grammar form G’ 
such that G, E INF’mxP’( G’) and G2 E INF (n,y)( G’) for some positive integers m, n, p, q. 
Proof. We first prove the statement for i = j = 1. Let G ds G,(p,) and G u, G&), 
where p, and p2 satisfy the conditions of Definition 1.3. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that T= T,= T2 and ~,(u)=~.,(u)={a} for each aE T We first 
observe the next property. 
Consider the equivalence relation =nt on N. It is obvious, that for each X E N, 
there is exactly one equivalence class [Z],, such that p,(X) c [Z],, holds. This 
property holds for each YE N2 and /.A~ too. Thus, for each equivalence class [Z],,, 
where Z E N, there exist X’s and Y’s such that 
Czlnt= ij Fultxi) = 6 /-b(x). 
i=l j=l 
Let N,,={Z,,Z,,..., Zm}, m 2 1, be the set of representants of the equivalence 
classes of N with respect to =nt and let [Zi],, be the union of images of nj letters 
of N, and of r, letters of N2, respectively. Then for each i, 1s i c m, 
where [k, I] denotes the least common multiple of k and 1, h is the greatest common 
divisor of h,, h2,. . . , h,. In order to construct grammar G’, we first construct a 
grammar Go as follows: Let P,, be the set of all productions which are obtained 
from the productions of P by replacing each nonterminal by the representant of its 
equivalence class, and let T,, = T and S, = S be the representant of [S],,. Then we 
define substitution p’ on (No u T)* in the following way: For each Z, E No, 1 G t s m, 
let 
P’(Z,)={ZI,Z;,.. .,Z:,}, where Z$,EN, lsftaj, 
and k. n, = [k, I]. h. j, and for each a E T let ~‘(a) = {a}. Then we define G’ by 
N’ = /A’( N,,), T’ = p’(T), P’ = p’(PO) and S’ E p’(S,). Obviously, G’ is a full s- 
interpretation of G,. 
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We now show that 
G, E INF’“,“( G’) and G2 E INF’“S1’( G’), 
where m = [k, I]. h/k and n = [k, 11. h/l. We give the proof only for G, . The 
statement for G, can be proved analogously. 
In order to prove the statement we show that there is a substitution p1 on (N’u T’)* 
which satisfies the conditions of Definition 1.3 and G, 4, G’(p,). - 
For each 2 E No let 
442) = P;‘ua”J. 
Further, we set _ul(a) = {a} for each a E T, and for each Z E N’ we choose p,(Z) 
such that 
&(Z) G (cI(PcLrP1(Z)), card&(Z)) = m and p,(S) n I, =0 
for z,, &E N’, & # &. Then, by the definition, we obtain that N, = p,( N’), 
T, =pL(T’). Let P, =p,(P’). We show that P, = P,. Let 
where X, E N,, vi E TT, 0 < is n. For each X,, 0 s is n, there exists Zxl E No such 
that p,(X,) E [Z”g],,. Hence 
.zxo+ v,z X IV,Z X *vz.. .ZX~V, E P,. 
Further, 
~;‘(Xo)‘~,~u,,‘(X,)~I~;‘(X*)~*. . +mLh E PYP”). 
Thus, p E pl( P’) = p, . Therefore P, c p, . Analogously, we can prove that the reverse 
inclusion holds. This implies that p, = P,. Thus G, is a full s-interpretation of G’ 
and G, E INF’mzl’( G’). 
Now let GE INFCk7’)( G,) and GE INF”.“( G,). Then there are grammars Gi and 
G; such that G{ E INF’lS”( G,), G; E INFCL7”( GJ, GE INFCk.“( Gi) and G E 
INF”.“(GL). By the above construction there is a grammar G3 such that G: E 
INF’“~“( G3) and G: E INF (“*‘)( G3) for some m and n. Applying Lemma 2.2 for G: , 
G,, G, and G:, Gz, G3, respectively, we obtain grammars G, and Gi with 
G, E INF’“*“( G4) and G3 E INF”.“( G4), Gz E INF’“.“( Gi) and G3 E INF’17j’( G:). 
Forming the same construction as above for terminals of G3, G,, Gi, we produce 
a grammar G5 with G4 E INF”,P’( G,) and G: E INF”~“‘( G5). Thus, G, E INF’“5P’( G5) 
and Gz E INF’“,Y’( G5). 
2.2. Strong equivalence of bounded grammar families 
Two grammar forms G, and G, are called strongly equivalent iff their grammar 
families, i.e. the set of their interpretations, coincide. In general (in the nonbounded 
case) strong equivalence holds iff G, is an interpretation of G2 and vice versa. For 
grammar families obtained by bounded interpretations this criterion does not work. 
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The aim of this section is to present some necessary and sufficient conditions to 
decide the strong equivalence of bounded grammar families. 
We first state an auxiliary lemma without proof. The proof can be done with 
some simple technical considerations. 
Lemma 2.4. For each grammar form G, for all positive integers k and i it holds that 
elements of INF (ksi)( G) are isomorphic. 
We start with a characterization of the bounded grammar families by means of 
special interpretations. 
Lemma 2.5. For each grammar form G and all positive integers k, i and x E {g, s} 
@J’(G) = ,‘+“(INF’k.“(G)) 
x x 
Proof. It is obvious, that G, (‘*‘)(INF(ki)( G)) G GLki’( G). We prove that the opposite 
inclusion holds. We give the proof only for x = g. In the case x = s the statement 
can be proved analogously. 
Let G be a (k, i)-bounded g-interpretation of G obtained by a substitution CL. Let 
p(a) = 1~1, ~2,. . . , wi(a,l, where ita) s i is an integer depending on a E T. We 
construct a grammar G’ E INFcki’( G) such that G E GF,‘)( G’) holds. 
Define the substitution CL’ on (N u T)* as follows: For X E N let p’(X) = p(X) u 
Ax, where 
A,sN, Axnp(X)=O, and card(A,)=k-card(p(X)), and 
for X, YEN, with X# Y, p’(X)np’(Y)=p), 
and for a E T let p’(a) = {a,: 1 ~j s i}, where 
ajE T, l<jji, for a, b E T with a # b p’(a) n p’(b) = 0. 
Let N’ = p’(N), T’ = p’( T), P’ = p’(P), S’ = 8. Then, obviously G’ E INFcksi’( G). 
We show that GE GF,i’(G’). 
Define substitution p” on (N’u TI)* by p”(X’) = {X’} for X’E p’(X) and p”(aj) = 
{wj} for 1 Sj< i(a) ~“(aj)={aj} for i(a)+l<j=Zi. 
Clearly, P E p”(;‘(P)), NE P”(P’( N)) and T is a subset of the set of letters 
occurring in p”(p’( T)). Then G dg G’(p”). From these facts, we obtain 
G’k,“( G) S G”.“(INF’k.“( G)) 
g g 0 
Using analogous arguments we can prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.6. For each grammar form G, for each positive integer k and x E {g, s} 
GF”‘( G) = G$“‘(INF’k31’( G)). 
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Theorem 2.7. Let G, and G2 be two grammar forms and let k, i, 1, j be positive integers. 
Then 
(i) Gik*i)( G,) = GiL”( GJ iff INFck*“( G,) = INF’““( G2). 
(ii) GL@“( G,) = GFm’ ( G2) ifl INF’k7”(B( G,)) = INF”“(B( G,)). 
Proof. We prove only (i). Statement (ii) can be proved similarly. 
First let INFck7”( G,) = INF”.“( G,). Then 
G;17”(INF’k3i’( G,)) = G:‘.“(INF”“( GJ), 
and by Lemma 2.5 we obtain that GkkTi)( G,) = Gb’*“( G,). 
Now let Gbk3”(G,) = Gg’.“(G,). Let G3 E INFckri’(G,). By Lemma 2.5, for each 
grammar G, E Gik*i)( G,), 
card( NJ < card( N3), card( T4) 6 card( T3), 
card( PJ c card( P3). 
(1) 
Since INFck3”( G,) c G, (ksi)(G1) we get G3 E Gg’“( G2) and by Lemma 2.4 G3 E 
G61,“(INF”“( GJ). Therefore G3 is a (1, 1)-bounded interpretation of some grammar 
G5 E INFcL”( GJ. Then 
card( NJ s card( N,), 
card(P,) c card( P,). 
card( TX) < card( T5), 
(2) 
If one of the inequalities in (2) is a proper inequality, then Gg~ Gi”“(G,) is not 
contained in GCkVi)( G,) since it does not satisfy (1). This contradicts GkkVi’( G,) = s 
Gi’“(G,). Therefore in (2) we have equalities. But then the substitution which 
produces G3 from G5 is an isomorphism. Therefore G3 E INF’k*i’(G,) and GS~ 
INFcL”( G2) are isomorphic. Thus 
INF’k*“( G,) = INF’““( G ) 2 , 
since all grammars in INF (k3i) G,) are isomorphic to each other and the same holds ( 
for all grammars in INF”3”( G2). 0 
Theorem 2.8. Let G, and G2 be two grammar forms, let k, i, 1, j be positive integers. 
(i) Then it is decidable whether or not GkkVi)( G,) = Gb’,.“( G2). 
(ii) Then it is decidable whether or not GF”‘( G,) = GF”‘( G2). 
Proof. We prove the statement only for (i), again. 
By Theorem 2.7, we have to check whether or not 
INFCk”( G,) = INFCL”( G2). 
This holds if and only if Gi E INFCk*” (G,) and Gi E INFCk3”( G2) are isomorphic. 
Since it is decidable whether or not two grammars are isomorphic, the assertion of 
the theorem follows. 0 
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We mention that the algorithm presented in the proof of Theorem 2.8 is not very 
efficient since from the given grammars we construct in a certain sense “largest” 
grammars which generate the same bounded grammar family and test them for 
isomorphism. Therefore we now go in the other direction, i.e. to give an algorithm 
using isomorphism between the “smallest” grammars. 
Definition 2.9. A grammar form G is said to be decomposable if there exist a grammar 
form G’ and positive integers k and i such that G E INFck*“( G’) and k + i > 2. If G 
is not decomposable then we call it indecomposable, and we define 
KER( G) = {G’: GE INFcksi’( G’) for some k, i and G’, 
where G’ is indecomposable}. 
For a family G of grammars we set KER( C) = {KER( G): GE C}. 
Lemma 2.10. If G’ E KER( G), G E INFck.‘) (G’) and G E INF”.“( G”) then l/k and j/ i 
and G” E INF(k/l,i/j)( G’). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 there is a grammar form G, such that G’E INFcP*“( G,) and 
G”E INF’qs”‘( G,). Since G’ E KER( G), it is indecomposable, and therefore p = r = 1. 
Therefore G’ and G, are isomorphic. This implies that G”E INF’q*“‘( G’). Hence 
G E INF(kj)(INF(q.“)( G’)) = INF(k’j”)( G’) 
Because of GE INF (k,i)( G’), we obtain that lq = k, js = i. 
Corollary 2.11. For any grammar form G, any two grammars of KER(G) are 
isomorphic. 
Thus, the following definition can be given. 
Definition 2.12. Let G’ E KER( G) and G E INF (ksi)( G’). Then the pair (k, i) is called 
the kernel parameter of G. 
From the definitions and previous lemmas it is easy to see that the following 
lemma holds. 
Lemma 2.13. Let G be a grammar and let k and i be positive integers. Then 
KER( G) = KER(INFck*“( G)). 
The following theorem gives a second criterion for strong equivalence: 
Theorem 2.14. Let G, and G2 be two grammars and let k, i, 1, j be positive integers. 
Then Gkk3i)( G,) = Gi’,“( G2) if and only if the following conditions are satisJied: 
(i) KER( G,) = KER( G,), 
(ii) if (k’, i’) and (I’, j’) are the kernel parameters of G, and G2, respectively, then 
k’k = 1’1 and i’i = j’j. 
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Proof. First assume that G:ki’( G,) = Git”( GJ. Then by Theorem 2.7, INFCk,“( G,) = 
INF”.“( G,) = G. Let G be a grammar of G. Then KER( G) = KER( Gi) for i = 1,2 
by Lemma 2.13. Hence KER( G,) = KER( G2). Further, let H E KER( G,) = KER( G2). 
Then 
GE INFck2”( G ) = INF’k.i’(iNF 1 
(k’,i’)(H)) = INF(kk’,“‘)(H) 
and 
G E INF(‘.“( G2) = INF(‘.j)(INF(“.j’) H ( )) = INF”“,‘J”( ff). 
Therefore we get kk’ = 11’ and ii’ = jj’. 
In order to prove the reverse implication assume that the two conditions hold. Then 
INF’k.“( G,) = INF’k.“(INF’k’.“’ (I$)) = INF(kk’,ii’)( H) 
and 
INF(‘.j)( G,) = INF(LJ)(INF”‘.j’)(H)) = INF(“‘sjj’)(ff) 
for H E KER( G,) = KER( GJ, and by kk’ = II’ and ii’ =jj’ we get 
INFck”‘( G,) = INF”-“( G ) 2 . 
By Theorem 2.7 this implies that GkkTi)( G,) = Gk’“( G2). 
In order to produce an algorithm from the criterion in Theorem 2.14 it is necessary 
to construct the kernel KER(G) and the kernel parameters for a given grammar 
form G. In order to do this we consider the equivalence relations =nt and =t. Let 
[A11,,, . . . , [Aslnt be the equivalence classes of G with respect to =Dt with the 
cardinalities k,, k2, . . . , k,, respectively, and [a,],, . . . , [a,lt be the equivalence 
classes of G with respect to =f with the cardinalities i, , i2, . . . , i,. Then we define 
k and i as the greatest common divisor of k, , k,, . . . , k, and i, , i2, . . . , i,, respectively. 
Let k, = k. kj and i, = i. i: for some kj, i:, 1 s j s s and 1 c r < t. We consider the 
grammar 
G’ = (N’, T’, P’, [Slnt), 
where N’= {[AlInt, [A21nt,. . , [AslnJ and T’=UaJnt, [a21nt,. . . , [a,ld are the 
sets of equivalence classes of G with respect to =nt and =t, respectively, and P’ is 
obtained from P by replacing each symbol by its equivalence class. Then we construct 
G” which is obtained from G’ by means of a full s-interpretation, defined by 
substitution p which satisfies card(p(Ai) = ki and card(p(Aj)) = i: for 1 s i c s and 
1 s js t. As in the proof of Lemma 2.3 we can show that GE INF’k,i’(G”). 
We now prove that G”E KER( G). Let HE KER( G). Then GE INF’P2Y’(H) for 
some integers p and q and G as H(p’). Since p’(A) is contained in an equivalence 
class for all nonterminals A of H, we get p. ri = ki for some integer r,. Thus, p is a 
common divisor of k,, k2, . . . , k, and p/k by the definition of k. Analogously, q/i. 
By Lemma 2.10, p = k and q = i and G”E INF (l,‘)(H). Therefore G”E KER( G). 0 
Now if G, and G2 are two grammar forms and we want to decide whether or not 
GLk,“( G,) = GiL”( G2), we construct as before the grammars G;’ and G; and deter- 
mine the kernel parameters of G, and G2. Then KER( G,) = KER( G,) iff Gy and 
G; are isomorphic. Now by Theorem 2.14 the strong equivalence can be decided. 
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Note that the grammars G; and G,” are much smaller than grammars in INFCk*“( G,) 
and INF”.“(G,) which are used in Theorem 2.8, however, the construction of G; 
and Gz requires some additional amount. 
Let us now consider the families of grammars obtained by (k, co)-bounded 
interpretations. Here we give only an outline of the ideas which follow the same 
line as in (k, i)-bounded case. First, we need an auxiliary definition. 
Definition 2.15. We say that grammar form G is l-decomposable if G E INFCk7”( G’) 
for some positive integer k > 1 and grammar G’. Otherwise, G is said to be 
1- indecomposable. 
We define KER’(G) as the set of all 1-indecomposable grammars G’ with GE 
INF”“(G’) for some integer I which is called the l-kernel parameter of G. 
For a set G of grammars we set KER’(G) = {KER’(G): GE C}. 
Now one can prove statements analogous to the lemmas for KER(G) and also 
the above construction of KER(G) can be modified in order to obtain KER’(G). 
Thus we obtain the following decidable criterion for strong equivalence: 
Theorem 2.16. Let G, and G2 be two grammars, k and 1 positive integers. Then 
GCk3”‘( G,) = G, (@)( G2) if and only tf the following conditions are satis$ed: 
‘(i) KER’(B( G,)) = KER’(B( GJ), 
(ii) if k’ and I’ are the 1 -kernel parameters of B( G,) and B( GJ, respectively, then 
kk’ = 11’. 
Finally, we mention a property of KER(G) (and an analogous statement holds 
for KER’( G)) which follows easily from the already mentioned facts and solves the 
problem of finding a minimal grammar with respect to the number of nonterminals 
and productions which generate a given bounded grammar family. 
Theorem 2.17. Let G be a grammar and k and i be positive integers. Then each 
H E KER( G) has the following properties: 
(i) there are positive integers 1 and j such that 
G(!+)( G) = G”,“(H) s 5 > 
(ii) if Ggk3i)( G) = G$p3q)( G’) for some grammar G’ and some positive integersp and 
q, then 
VAR( G’) 3 VAR( H) and PROD( G’) 2 PROD(H). 
3. Bounded grammatical families 
3.1. Hierarchy 
By definition, it is obvious that, for x E {g, s} and for all positive integers k and i 
Lp”( G) c LF’+‘)( G) s L$“‘( G) 
and 
Ll;k,“( G) E L?+‘.‘)(G). 
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In this section we study these types of inclusions in detail, especially, whether or 
not they are proper. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a .$nite grammar form and x E {g, s}. Then 
(i) LL’3i’( G) c L, (kT’t’)( G) for all positive integers k and i; 
(ii) for each positive integer i there is a positive integer t = t(i) such that L$“( G) = 
L$+ii’( G) for each positive integer j; 
(iii) Lj;‘,“( G) c LF.“( G) for each positive integer i 2 2 if G satisjies condition (*). 
(Condition (*) is defined after the proof of Lemma 1.1.) 
Proof. We give the proof for x = g. In the case x = s the results can be obtained by 
using some simple modifications, following from the definitions. 
(i) LetL(G)={w,,w,,...,w,},r~l.Further,ifL~L~’~(G),thenL~~‘(L(G)) 
for some (k,i)-bounded substitution p’. Hence 
card(L) s j’(“‘,) + j’(‘“>) + . . . + j’(wr). 
Now we consider the (1, i + 1)-bounded substitution p given by /J(A) = {A} for 
AEN, p(a)={a1,a2,..., ai+I}c_ T for aE T, where p(a)np(b)=0 with a#b. 
Let T’ = IJ,, T p(a) and P’ = I_L (P). Let G’ = (N, T’, P’, S). Then we obtain 
card(L(G’))=(i+l)““l’+(i+l)““Z’+* * =+(i+l)““r’. 
This implies that L( G’) E (LF’+‘)( G) - LFi)( G)). 
(ii) By assumption, the set of derivation trees of G is finite. Let t(A, _T) be the 
number of occurrences of the nonterminal A in the derivation tree E We set 
u = max{ t(A, _T): A E iV, _T is a derivation tree of G}, 
r = card( L( G)), 
s = max{lg( w): w E L(G)}, t = (r. s)~+ u. 
Let p be an arbitrary substitution on alph(L( G))* such that card(p(a)) s i. By the 
choice of t we can extend I_L to a (t, i)-bounded interpretation EL’ yielding G’ such 
that 
l any word w E p( L( G)) can be generated in G’, 
l different inner nodes of the derivation tree of w in G’ are labelled by different 
nonterminals and 
l two different derivation trees in G’ have no nonterminal label in common. 
NowletLEL ( (‘+M)G) be obtained by an interpretation p”. Then L c p”( L( G)) and 
card(/*“( a)) s i for each a E T. If we now use the interpretation p’ mentioned above 
and constructed from p’“, and modify it in such a way that we use only those 
nonterminals and productions which appear in the derivations of words of L, then 
L = L( G’) and thus L E L(“)(G). This proves 
L(t+i,;)( G) c_ LO.‘)(G) 
and thus the statement is shown. 
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(iii) Let G satisfy condition (*). If w E L( G’) and G’ is obtained from G by a 
substitution /1, then there is a word n E L(G) such that w E p(u). Let ~1 be called 
the preimage of w. We first prove that languages of L!*“(G) have the following 
property (**) : 
If w=y,y,. . . y,, E L and w # E such that v = xix*. . . x, is a preimage of w, where 
xi E T for 1 c i c n and y, E p(xi), then there is a word w’ E L which satisfies w’ = 
z,y,zzyiz, for some i, 1 s is n (without loss of generality we may assume that i = l), 
yi # a and z,, z2, z3 E T*. 
In order to prove this statement let us consider a derivation tree D’ of w in G’, 
where L = L( G’). This derivation tree corresponds to a derivation tree D of v in 
G. Because of w # E, there is an i, 1 c i s n, such that yi # E. Let A be the nonterminal 
in D which directly generates xi. By condition (*), A occurs a second time in D. 
Thus, also D’ contains two occurrences of the nonterminal B, where ~.L(A) = {B}. 
Further, there is a derivation BJ aly,nz~ T* in G’. Applying this derivation to all 
occurrences of B and the derivations of D’ to all other nonterminals we obtain a 
word w’ with the required property in L(G’). 
We now prove that L, ‘*,“(G) contains a language which does not meet property 
(**). Let w E L(G), w # E. Further let d be a leftmost derivation of w in G, where 
d:Sjw,+w,+. ..*w,_,*w,=w=a,a2...a,, 
aje T, lsj<s, S= wO, 
and we use production pi for derivation wi + wi+r, where 0 s i c n - 1. Then there 
is an integer t such that w, = a,w: and, for 1 s Z=S t, wI = A,wi, where A, E N. 
Now we define the following (2,2)-bounded substitution p: p(A) = {A, A’} for 
A~N,~(a~)={a,,~},~(a)={~}fora~T,a#a,.Furtherlethbethehomomorph- 
ism given by h(A) = A’ for A E N, h(a) = E for a E T. If p = A + z1z2. . . z, is a 
production of G, where zi E (N u T), then we set 
p’=A+z,h(z2zs.. .z,) and p”=A’+ h(z,z,. . .z,). 
Then 
~‘={P:,P:,.-.,P:,P:l-cl,P:lt*,...,P~}=~u(~). 
Let N’ = {A’: A E N} u N. Then G’ = (N’, T, P’, S) generates language {a,} which 
does not possess property (**). 0 
In the following we study infinite grammar forms. 
Theorem 3.2. Let G be an injinite grammarform, k and ipositive integers and x E {g, s}. 
(i) If S is a nonrecursive nonterminal of G then 
LLk.i)( G) C Ly+l.i+l)( G). 
(ii) If S is a recursive nonterminal of G then 
L+‘(G) C L$k+*,r+l)(G). 
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Proof. As in the case of finite forms we give the proof for x = g. For x = s we can 
prove the statements by the same method, with simple modifications. We note that 
in the proof complexity measure VAR is considered with respect to the whole class 
of context-free grammars. For simplicity, we use VAR instead of VARcF. 
(i) It is obvious that VAR(H) < 12. VAR( G) and VAR( L) s k. VAR( G) for all 
H E G(k,i)( G) and L E L, (k*i)( G). Thus, d = max{VAR( L): L E LF”( G)} exists. Let 
L’E L(‘3i)(G) such that d = VAR(L’). Let G’ be a grammar with L’= L(G’) and let 
G’ dekied from G by some (k, i)-bounded substitution p. We construct a language 
L” E Lg+l.‘+ly G) such that VAR(L”)> d holds. As L(G) is infinite, there is a 
recursive nonterminal A in G. Then there is a derivation 
S J+ xAy J+ xuAvy Jt xuwvy E T+, uv # E in G. 
Let Q be the set of productions occurring in this derivation. For any 
p=B+z,B,z2BZ...zsBszr+,~Q, wherezjET*, B,EN, lcjss, 
we define 
p’= B”+ c I(ZI)~NCf(Z2)BIf 1 2.. . 
Cb,)B;Cb,+I) 
9 
where c E T. Further we define a (k + 1, i + 1)-bounded interpretation CL’ as follows: 
let 
p’(A)=p(A)u{A”} for AE N, ~‘(a)=~(a)u{c} for a~ T 
and we set N”=UAtN p’(A), T”= T’u{c}, and 
P”=P’u{S”+z: S+z~P’}u{p’: PEQ}. 
Then G” dg G(p’) for G” = (N”, T”, P”, S”), L” = L( G”) E LF+‘*‘+‘)( G) and L” = 
L’u L,, where L, is a context-free infinite subset of {c}*. Then by Lemma 1.1(i) 
VAR(L”)zVAR(L’)+l=d+l. 
(ii) Let S be a recursive nonterminal of G. Then S can occur on the right-hand 
side of a production in Q. Therefore we need an additional letter S’ for replacing 
these occurrences of S and then, starting with this grammar, we repeat the construc- 
tion described above. Thus, the construction gives a (k+2, i + l)-bounded 
substitution. Cl 
Some of these hierarchy results can be improved if we consider the case i = ~0. 
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a finite grammar form. Then 
(i) Lp”‘( G) = L(FIN) for each positive integer k 2 2; 
(ii) L!*“‘(G) # L(FIN) if and onZy if G satisfies condition (*). (Condition (*) is 
dejined after the proof of Lemma 1.1). 
Proof. (i) By the same method as in the proof of Theorem 3.l(iii) we can show that 
L(FIN) = L, (*P) G) if we substitute a, by an arbitrary finite set. Since G has no ( 
recursive nonterminals, G’ has no recursive nonterminals either, where G’ is an 
arbitrary element of G, (k7m) Thus, we obtain L, . (k3m)( G) = L(FIN). 
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(ii) If G satisfies (*), then L:,Pm’( G) # L, “,“‘(G) can be proved as in Theorem 
3.1. If k = 1 and (*) is not satisfied then 
@“‘(G) = L( FIN) 
as can be easily seen. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Let G be an infinite grammar form and x E {g, s}. Let k be a positive 
integer. 
(i) If S is a nonrecursive nonterminal of G then 
LCk*“‘( G) c Lik+‘-( G). X 
(ii) If S is the only recursive nonterminal of G then 
LCk*“‘( G) c L$“+l*m)( G) X for k 2 2. 
(iii) If S is a recursive nonterminal of G then 
Ll;k,“O’( G) c Lik+*-( G). 
Proof. (i) Can be proved as Theorem 3.2(i). 
(ii) We give the proof for x =g. For x = s we obtain the result by obvious 
modifications. Since S is the only recursive nonterminal of G, therefore 
VAR,,(L( G)) = 1, and hence VARc,(L) s k for all LE Lr”‘( G). We define the 
(k+ 1, k)-bounded substitution p as follows: 
p(S) = {SO, s1,. . . , Sk), P(A) = {A,, AZ,. . .,Ak} for AEN, A#& 
p(a)={x,,x2 ,..., xk} for aE T, 
where x,, x2, . . . , xk are fixed elements, and the homomorphisms hi, 1 s is k, are 
defined by 
hi(A) = Ai for A E N, h,(a)=x[ for aE T. 
Then we set 
P’={So+hi(z): S+zEP}u{Ai+hi(z): A+zEP}, 
N’= U P(A), T’={xl,x2,..., xk} and S’ = so. 
AtN 
Then G’ dg G(p), and 
L( G’) E Lr+13m)( G), L( G’) = ; Li 
i=l 
where Li is a context-free infinite subset of {Xi}* for 1 s is k. By Lemma l.l(ii) 
VAR( L( G)) 3 k + 1. Hence L( G’) g I$+‘( G). 
(iii) The proof can be done by the same method as the proof of Theorem 3.2(n). 
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3.2. Closure 
In this section we study the closure properties of bounded grammatical families 
with respect to the AFL operations union, product, Kleene-closure, homomorphism, 
inverse homomorphism and intersection with regular sets. 
Theorem 3.5. Let G be a finite grammar form and let x E {g, s}. Let k and i be positive 
integers. Then 
(i) Lik7”‘(G) is not closed with respect to union, Kleene closure and inverse 
homomorphism; 
(ii) LF”(G) is closed with respect to homomorphism and L:‘““(G) is not closed 
with respect to homomorphism; 
(iii) L$k*i)( G) is not closed with respect to product and LE”( G) is closed with respect 
to product if and only if i = 1 and L(G) consists of a single word of length 1; 
(iv) Zf t = t(i) is the number of Theorem 3.l(ii) then L:“(G) is closed under 
intersections with regular sets; 
(v) zf G satisjies condition (*) and i 2 2 then Lv,“( G) is not closed with respect 
to intersections with regular sets. (For conditibn (*), see after the proof of Lemma 1 .l.) 
Proof. (i) If L(G) = { wl, w2, . . . , w,} and L E LikTi’( G), then 
card(L) s i’(“‘l)+ j’cw,)+ a s 1 + i”“r’ = c,, 
and there is a language L’ in LikVi’( G) with card( L’) = c1 (see the proof of Theorem 
3.1(i)). Let L” be a language obtained from L’ by a coding alphabet of L’ into a 
disjoint alphabet. Then L”E L, (k7i)( G) and card( L’ u L”) > c, holds. Thus, (L’u L”) e! 
LLk*“( G). Consider the operations Kleene-closure and inverse homomorphism. In 
both cases it is easy to see that, starting from L(G), one can construct infinite 
languages which are not in L?“(G). 
(ii) The closure of L, ( (k~i) G) follows from the definition of a g-interpretation. 
Consider x = s. Since L(G) is finite, there is a maximum c2 of the length of the 
words in L(G). Let w be a word of length c2. Then the language h( L( G)) @ Lkk.i)( G) 
for the homomorphism h given by h(a) = a* for a E T, since h( L( G)) contains a 
word of length 2c,. 
(iii) Lgkxi)( G) is not closed with respect to product, as L(G) L( G) S? LkkTi)( G) since 
L(G)* contains a word of length 2c2. 
Consider the case of g-interpretations. If i > 1 or L(G) contains a word of length 
la 2 or it contains at least two words, then c ,a 2. We assume languages L’ and L” 
defined above. Then L’L” contains at least c:> c1 elements. This implies that 
L’L”g LFi)( G). Otherwise, if L(G) consist of a single word of length 1 and L E 
LF”(G), then L consists of a single word or L is empty. Therefore in this case 
LF”(G) is closed with respect to product. 
(iv) Let LE L$“( G) and let R be a regular language. Then Ln R is a subset of 
the finite language Land conversely, each subset of L can be obtained by intersecting 
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L with a regular set. Subsets of the language correspond to subsets of the set of 
derivation trees. By the definition of t, all these trees can be generated. 
(v) Let G satisfy condition (*). Then the languages in Lc*“( G) satisfy condition 
(**). (For condition (**) see the proof of Theorem 3.1 (iii).) We consider a substitu- 
tion p on (Nu T)” such that for a E T, p(A) contains only words in (T, u TJ*, 
where Tr and T2 are disjoint alphabets and ~(a) n p(b) = 0 for a, b E T, with a # b. 
Then L”~“(G) contains a language L with a, w1 E L, a, W*E L for some a, E TI, 
w1 E ( Tlxu Tz)*, w~E((T~-{~,})uTJ*. Let R={a,}((T,uT,)-{a,})*.Then LnR 
does not have the property (**). Hence Ln R SZ Lc,“( G). 0 
Before stating the corresponding result for infinite grammar forms we need an 
auxiliary lemma. 
Lemma 3.6. Let G be an e-free and reduced grammar generating an infinite language. 
Let 
h=VAR(G) and I=max{l(w):A+wEP}. 
If G’E Ggk7”(G), then L(G) contains a word of length r < lhk”. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e. let c = min{Z(w): w E L(G’)}> lhk+‘. Let G’ be 
defined by substitution p. We consider z E L( G’) with l(z) = c. We say that x t y 
in G if x and y are sentential forms of G’ and 
x = v,A, v2A2. . . v,A,v,+, , y=v,w,v~w,. . .v,w,v,+, 
with vi E T’*, A, E p(N) and Aj + wj is a production of G’. Then we can construct 
the derivation 
Since 1(x,) G I’, 1 =G t s s, we obtain s > hk + 1. Further, since there are words wj and 
letters Bj, 1 sj s s such that B, = S’, 
Bj+~,=wjBj+,w~~P’ for l<jss--1, B,+w,ET’* 
and s > hk + 1 and VAR( G’) s hk, there are j and j’ such that B, = BjS and j <j’. 
Therefore we can derive a terminal word in G’ by application of B,,+ wj,, already 
to Bj and by cancelling the applications of 
Bj + wj, B,,, + w,+, , . . . , Bj,_, + wjf-, . 
Obviously, this produces a word z’ with l(z’) < I(z) in contrast to the choice of z. 
(Note that E-freeness is significantly used here.) c3 
Theorem 3.7. Let G be an infinite grammar form and let k and i be positive integers, 
where k 2 2. Then 
(i) LF”( G) is not closed with respect to union, product and it is closed with respect 
to homomorphisms; 
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(ii) Likvi)( G) is not closed with respect to any AFL-operation diflerent from Kleene- 
closure; 
(iii) there are grammars G, and Gz such that L, (k,i)( G,) is closed with respect to 
Kleene-closure and LLk3”( G,) is not closed with respect to Kleene-closure for x E {g, s}. 
Proof. (i) The closure with respect to homomorphisms follows from the definition. 
Consider union and product. We note that, as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we 
consider complexity measure VAR with respect to the whole class of context-free 
grammars. Let L’ E Ly3i’( G) be such that 
VAR( L’) = max{VAR( L): L E Lr”( G)}. 
Let VAR( L’) = d. Consider the case of union. Let L” be obtained by a coding of L 
into a disjoint alphabet. Then L”E L, ( (k*i) G) VAR( L’) = VAR( L”) and, by Lemma , 
l.l(i),VAR(L’u L”)>VAR(L’)=d.Thus, L’u L”@ LF”(G).Forthecaseofproduct 
consider the language L, of the proof of Theorem 3.2(i), where L, z {c}*. Let Lj be 
the image of L, under homomorphism hi(c) = aj, where 1 <j < n = 2(d + 1) and 
a, # a, for j # 1, 1 s j, 1 s n. It is obvious, that L, E Lpi’(G) for each j, 1 S jS n. 
Assume that L?“(G) is closed under product. Then L = L, . . . L, is in LFi)( G). 
But, by Lemma l.l(iii), VAR(L) > d + 1, which is a contradiction with I, E Lr”( G). 
(ii) For union and product we can give the same proof as for (i) using some 
necessary modifications. Consider homomorphisms and intersection with regular 
sets. We construct a reduced E-free grammar G with L( G’) = L(G) and Likx”( G’) = 
Lik,j)( G). (The existence of G’ can be proved as in the case of (usual) interpretations 
[ 121). Then define a homomorphism h by h(a) = am, where m = lhk+’ for a E T, 
wherelandhareparametersofG’definedinLemma3.6.Then,byLemma3.6,h(L(G))~ 
Llkqi’(G). Hence L, ( (k*i) G) is not closed with respect to arbitrary homomorphisms. 
By the same arguments, 
Thus LCk,“(G) is not closed with respect to intersection with regular sets. 3 s 
(iii) It is easy to prove that L, (k,i)(G) is closed with respect to Kleene-closure if 
S+ SS is a rule in G. On the other hand it is known that the family of linear 
languages is not closed with respect to Kleene-closure. Thus, there is a linear 
grammar G’ such that L(G’)+ is not a linear language. G~k~i’(G’) contains only 
linear grammars, therefore L(G’)+ is not in L’,k.“(G’). 0 
Without proof we give the result corresponding to Theorems 3.5 and 3.7 for the 
families LCk,“‘( G). The proofs can be given by analogous arguments and by taking 
into consideration that some families coincide with L(FIN). 
Theorem 3.8. Let G be a jinite grammar form and let k be a positive integer, where 
kz2. Then 
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(i) LF”‘( G) is closed with respect to union, product, homomorphisms and intersec- 
tion with regular sets and it is not closed with respect to inverse homomorphisms and 
Kleene-closure; 
(ii) Liks”‘( G) is not closed with respect to product, Kleene-closure, homomorphisms 
and inverse homomorphisms. 
Theorem 3.9. Let G be an infinite grammar form and let k be a positive integer, where 
k?=2. Then 
(i) LF”‘(G) is closed under homomorphisms and is not closed with respect to 
union and product; 
(ii) Lbks”‘(G) is closed with respect to no AFL-operation dtxerent from Kleene- 
closure; 
(iii) there are infinite grammar forms G, and G2 such that LFm’( G,) is closed with 
respect to Kleene-closure and L, (k3m) G2) is not closed with respect to Kleene-closure. ( 
3.3. Decidability 
In this section we deal with two decidability problems of bounded grammatical 
families. We first show that there is no universal algorithm for deciding whether or 
not a language is an element of a bounded grammatical family. Then we present a 
result concerning the intersection of two bounded s-grammatical families. 
Theorem 3.10. Let k and i be positive integers or i = CY) and let x E {g, s}. Then it is 
undecidable whether or not L( G’) E LLk3”( G) for arbitrary grammars G and G’. 
Proof. Let ( U, V) be an instance of the Post Correspondence Problem (shortly PCP) 
over {a, b}, i.e. U={ul, u2 ,..., u,}, V={V,,V~ ,..., v,} with ui, vi~{a, b}+ for 
1 =S is r. It has a solution if there is a sequence i, , i2, . . . , i, such that 
ui,ui*. . . ui, = vi,?&. . .Vi). 
We consider the language Lo,, = {a, b, c}+ - (L,cLF n Ls), where 
L,={ba’lba’2.. . bai%ui,ui,_, . . . u,:l<,i,~r, IS-j< k}. 
Lv is defined analogously, and 
Ls,= {w,cw2cw~cw~: w,, W*E {a, b}*}, 
where (x,x2. . .X*)R=XJ_l.. .x1 and KR={wR: w E K}. In [5] it is shown that, for 
given U and V, we can effectively construct a context-free grammar generating Lo,,. 
Using this grammar, for k 2 1, we can construct a grammar Gk,“,v which generates 
the language 
L U,vu{d,}*u{d,}*u.. .u{dk-*}* for ka3, 
L k,U,V = L u,vu{dl for k=2, 
L WV for k= 1 
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where d, d,, d2,. . . , dk_2 are pairwise different new letters. Further we consider the 
grammar (1) 
G = ({S}, {a,, u2,. . . , a,}, {S-, SS, S+ S, S+ a,, . . . , S+ a,}, S) 
with r= ]k+l/i] +l. 
We shall prove that 
i.e., iff there is no solution of (U, V). 
We first show the if-part. If L,, = {a, 6, c}+ then, for k 2 3, Lk,“,” can be generated 
by the grammar 
H k,U,V = ({So, $3 . . . , &-,I, {a, b, c, 4, . . . ,4-J, P, So) 
with 
P={SO+Sj: lsjsk-l}u{S,+S,S,: lsjsk-1) 
u{Sj-+dj: 1~j~k-2}u{S~_,+u,Sk_,+b,Sk_,+~}. 
Clearly, this grammar can be obtained from G by a (k, i)-bounded substitution. 
The necessary modifications for k E { 1,2} are left to the reader. 
Next we show the only-if-part. By Lemma l.l(ii) it can be seen that VAR( L,,,,.) 2 
k. As in [8] we can prove that VAR( LkU,“) = k holds iff L,, = {a, b, c}+. If Lk,“,” E 
Lj,k.“(G) then we obtain VAR(L,,v ) s k. VAR( G) = k and therefore L, v = 
{a, b, c}‘. Thus, the decidability of L( Gk,“,“) E L, (k*i)( G) implies the decidability of 
the Post Correspondence Problem. Since the latter problem is undecidable (see [6]), 
the theorem is proved. 0 
The next theorem deals with the intersection of two bounded s-grammatical 
families. Its proof is the same as the proof of [12, Chapter III, Theorem 5.111. In 
order to make our paper self-contained we repeat the proof. 
Theorem 3.11. It is undecidable for arbitrary grammars G, and G2 whether or not 
Lbk,“( G,) n LkW) ( G2) = 0 holds for all positive integers k, 1, i, m or m = 00, i = 00. 
Proof. Let ( U, V) be an instance of the Post Correspondence Problem over {a, b}. 
Let U={u, ,..., u,} and V={v ,,..., v,}, where n 3 1. Define a homomorphism h 
on {#, a, b, 1, . . . , n} as follows: 
h(#) = cd’c, h(u) = cd3c, h(b)=cd4c and h(i)=cd4+‘c, lsisn. 
Let grammars G, and G2 be defined as follows: 
G, = (IS], {c, &, P,, 9 and G = (is), {c, 4, h,S>, 
where 
P,={S+h(i)Sh(u,): lsi<n}u{S+h(i# 1.4,): lsisn} 
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and 
P2={S+h(i)Sh(vi): l~i~n}u{S+h(i# vi): l~i~n}. 
We prove that Li’,“( G,) n L,‘- ( “( GJ = 0 holds for all positive integers r iff the Post 
Correspondence Problem has no solution, which implies our statement. 
Assume that PCP has some solution 
Ui, . * . Uzr = Vi,. . * Viv 
Consider the following (r, l)-bounded s-interpretation of G,: Let 
G: = ({S, . . . , sr-II, {c, 4, p:, 9, 
where 
P~={S+h(i~)S~h(p.i,)}U{Sj+h(ij+~)Sj+~h(ZAi,+,): lcjsr-2) 
U{S,-,~h(i,)Sh(Ui,)}u{Sr-,‘h(i, # Pi,)}. 
Then 
L(Gi)={h((i,. ..i,)‘# (niY. ..ni,)‘): tal}. 
Analogously, we can construct G; such that G; is an (r, 1)-bounded s-interpretation 
of G2 and L( G$) = L( G:). Thus, Lb”‘)( G,) n Lg’*‘)( GJ # 0. 
We prove that if Lz’.‘)( G,) n Lz”)( G2) f 0 for some r then PCP has a solution. 
Let L be an element of the intersection. If w E Lh’-‘)( G,) then w has the form 
h(i,). . . h(i,)h(#)h(nJ.. .h(Ui,). 
Since also w E Lbr3’)( G2), w also has the form 
h(i,). . .h(i,)h(#)h(vJ.. .h(q,). 
(We note that h is a unique coding). But then PCP has a solution which is a 
contradiction. Hence, we proved the theorem. q 
3.4. Normal form and descriptional complexity 
We first show that bounded grammatical families do not fit in the hierarchy of 
complexity families. Then we present some consequences as corollaries of the results 
of the previous sections. 
Theorem 3.12. For x E {g, s}, for each grammar G and for each positive integer k there 
exists a semilinear language K( k, G) such that VAR,,(K( k, G)) = 2 and K( k, G) @ 
L:k-“‘( G). 
Proof. For a production p = A+ xlAIxZAZ. . .x,A,x,+, , x, E T* for 1 c ic n + 1, 
A,EN for lGj<n, n==l let l(p)=n. Further, let r=max{l(p)+l: PEP}. We 
consider an integer r 2 rk. VAR(G) and the language 
K = K(k, G)={a”lb”la”26”2.. .a”+“r: ni> 1, 1~ is r} 
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which is generated by the grammar 
GK = ({T, B}, {a, b}, {T + B’, B + aBb, B + ab}, T). 
Therefore VARc,(K) s 2. It is easy to see that VAR,,(K) f 1. We now assume that 
K E ~5’~,“‘( G). We consider an arbitrary grammar G’ E G, ‘kY”‘(G) such that K = 
L(G’)T Let C be a recursive nonterminal of G’. By standard methods it can be 
proved that the only correct derivations starting from C are of the form C a* a’b’, 
where i z 1, j 2 1. Further we have to generate r different occurrences of recursive 
nonterminals of G’. The left side of the productions used in the latter derivations 
are not recursive nonterminals in G’. Since each of the productions produces at 
most 1 nonterminals we need at least ke VAR( G) nonterminals for these derivations. 
Thus, VAR( G’) 3 k. VAR( G) + 1, which is impossible. Hence K EZ LLk,“‘( G). 0 
Before presenting our next theorem we have to introduce two notions. 
Definition 3.13. For a normal form grammar F, we denote by F(k, a)) the family of 
those languages which can be generated by an F-normal form grammar having at 
most k nonterminals and by F( k, i) that subfamily of F( k, 00) in which the languages 
are over alphabets consisting of at most i letters. 
Lemma 3.14. For every normal form grammar F and all positive integers k, i 
(i) F(k, i) = LCk*“(F). 
(ii) F( k, 00) = I!jk*m’(l$. 
Proof. We give the proof only for (i). Statement (ii) can be proved similarly. Let 
LEL(~~‘)(F), L= L(F’)and F’E G, (kzi)( F) Then F’ is in F-normal form, VAR( F’) s k . 
and i is over i letters. Hence L E F( k, i). Thus, Lik,“( F) c F( k, i). 
The opposite inclusion follows from the fact that each grammar F”= 
(N”, T”, P”, S”) in F-normal form with VAR(F”) s k and card( T”) < i can be 
obtained from F by the substitution defined by p(S) = N” and ~(a) = T”. 0 
Next we give a corollary which comes from Theorem 3.7(ii) and Theorem 3.9(ii). 
Corollary 3.15. For every normal form grammar F and for all positive integers k 3 2 
and i 2 1 F( k, i) and F( k, 00) are not closed with respect to any AFL operation dijherent 
from Kleene-closure, respectively. 
By the proof of Theorem 3.10 we obtain immediately that there is no algorithm 
which determines VARc-( L( G)) (denoting by CH the class of context-free grammars 
being in Chomsky-normal form) for a given context-free grammar G and there is 
no algorithm, which, for a given grammar G, determines a grammar G’ in Chomsky- 
normal form such that L(G) = L( G’) and VAR( G’) = VARc-( L( G)). Next we prove 
that these statements hold for arbitrary normal-form classes. Thus, we prove Theorem 
3.16 for arbitrary normal-form grammars in the sense of [12]. 
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Theorem 3.16. Let k be a positive integer. Then it is undecidable whether or not 
L( G’) E F( k, a) for arbitrary grammar G and normal-form class F, produced by normal 
form grammar F. 
Proof. We repeat the proof of Theorem 3.10 with the following modifications: 
Instead of grammar G in (1) we consider normal form grammar F = ({S}, {a’}, P, S). 
Using similar considerations to the tools of [8, Lemma 3.21 we can prove that 
VARF(LU,v) = 1 iff L,, = {a, b, c)+. 
Consider L,,, “. We show that Lk,“,“~ Lkk3”‘(F) iff L,, ={a, b, c}+ holds, that 
is, PCP is decidable. Define grammar H;,,, as follows: 
L-$u,v = ({SO, S1 , . . . , Sk&l), 1% b, c, 4,d2,. . . , dk-21, P’, SJ 
with 
k-2 
P’= PU,“V IJ PIUP’,,,, 
i=l 
with PU,” = P, u Pz u P3, where P, , P2, P3 are obtained from P by coding S into 
Sk_, and a’ into a, b, c, respectively. Pi is obtained from P by coding S into Si and 
a into di for 1s i c k -2. P’&” is obtained from 
k-2 
P”,“U u Pf 
I=, 
by replacing S1, . . . , Sk_, on the left-hand side of every nonterminating production 
by S,. Thus, we can see that if L,,” = {a, b, c}+ then L(H&) = Lk,IJ; that is, 
L k,“,“E Lak3”‘(F) = F(k, Co). 
Repeating the only-if part of the proof of Theorem 3.10, we obtain that if 
L k,U,V E Lkki”‘( F) then L,, = {a, b, c}+. 
Thus, the decidability of 
L( Gk, u, v) = Lk, LJ, v E Lkk.“‘( F) = F( k, 03) 
implies the decidability of the PCP. 0 
This result implies the next two corollaries. 
Corollary 3.17. There is no algorithm which determines VARF(L( G)) for a given 
context-free grammar G and normal form class F. 
Corollary 3.18. There is no algorithm which, for a given grammar G and normal form 
grammar F, determines a grammar G’ in F-normal form such that L(G) = L( G’) and 
VAR( G’) = VARF( L( G)). 
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